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ALGOL PROJECT BEGINS

COMPUTER CHATTER

By Larry Kalinowski

By Larry Kalinowski

Hyakutake is making quite a news splash. It looks
as though it's going to rival Hale-Bopp. Best news is,
it's happening now. By the time this gets into print, I'm
sure many of our members will have observed this
comet. The end of March and the end of April will produce the brightest displays, however, the best observing times will be a week before and a week after the
middle of March and April. That's when the new Moon
occurs. Dust off that camera and unpack those binoculars, we're in for some great observing. At closest approach to the Earth (last week in March) the apparent
motion will be over eighteen degrees per day, almost
one degree per hour. It'll be well placed in the mid
northern sky. This comet will be about ten times closer
to the Earth than the average comet ever gets, so you
shouldn't have any trouble detecting motion in a telescope. A close approach to the Sun on May 1 also raises the possibility of a breakup in the nucleus. Use high
magnification after it reaches perihelion to see if you
can detect more than one bright nucleus. Check for
knots or whorls in the tail and note the changes that
occur from day to day as the comet sheds more material behind it. Entry into the morning sky after it reaches

As part of the continuing Variable Star Project -Beta Persei (Algol) will be the next star our club
members will tackle in their attempt to familiarize themselves with variable star observing. The period is much
shorter, so more observations will be needed to define
the light curve. This star will be a little more difficult to
track because minima will occur during the daytime in
many cycles. A comparison star chart is in the making
and should be available by the time you read this. The
comparison magnitudes, given on the star chart, have
the decimal point removed so that they won't look like
additional stars. Each magnitude has one decimal
place. Report forms are also being revised. If you
missed out on the chance to gain some experience
observing Beta Lyrae, you can catch up with this new
project. You'll be out looking at Hyakutake, so you
might as well look at Algol too. The comet will pass
near Algol in April, on the eighth or ninth of the month.
If you are reporting the star's brightness through the tail
of the comet, please indicate it on your variable star
report form by placing a note in the margin. It'll be interesting to find out how much the tail attenuates Algol's
brightness. The report forms will be collected in May, at
the MCCC meeting, unless we have some unusual
stretches of cloudy weather. We will also be changing
from EST to EDT in April, so draw a line under the last
standard time observation and indicate, with a note in
the margin, that that is where the time changes to EDT.

see Computer Chatter on page 3

MINUTES OF MEETINGS
By Blaine McCullough

CHILI COOK OFF

MACOMB MEETING

Thursday, February 15, 1996

as reported by Brian Benning

The meeting opened at 7:45 p.m.
TREASURER'S REPORT - Balance as of February
15,1996, 5,125.06.

I would have to say that the Chili Cook
Off was nearly a complete success
in spite of the fact that the weather
was not totally cooperative. Eighteen
people braved the snow and cold to indulge in some star gazing, good conversation and good food.
Everyone enjoyed the chili that was
brought. I sampled a bit of the 2 or 3 batches that were

OBSERVING - Several persons reported seeing a
lot of snow. Observing has not been very good at all.
Venus and Saturn had a close conjunction - about 1.3
degrees apart. Jupiter has been seen in close conjunction with the moon with Jupiter being seen about 5 degrees below the moon.
see MINUTES on page 4

see CHILI on page 3
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The Warren Astronomical Society, Inc., is a local, non-profit organization of
amateur astronomers. The Society holds meetings on the first and third
Thursdays of each month, starting at 7:30 p.m.
First Thursday meeting:
Third Thursday meeting:
Cranbrook: Institute of Science
Macomb Community College
1221 North Woodward Ave
South campus, Bldg. B, Room 209
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
14600 Twelve Mile Rd.
Warren, Michigan
Membership and Annual Dues
Student
College
Individual Family
Senior Citizen
$12.00
$17.00
$25.00
$30.00
$17.00
Send membership applications and dues to the treasurer:
Glenn Wilkins
4233 Brightwood Drive
Troy, MI 48098
Among the many benefits of membership are
Discount magazine subscription:
Astronomy
$20.00 (12 monthly issues)
Sky & Telescope
$20.00 (12 monthly issues)
Loaner telescopes (with deposit). See 2nd VP.
Free copy of each WASP newsletter.
Free use of Stargate Observatory.
Special interest subgroups. See chairpersons.
Free use of W.AS. library. See librarian.
Call list: don't miss unexpected events.
Free membership in Astronomical League, including Reflector newsletter.
More benefits are listed in Member Booklet
The Warren Astronomical Society Paper (WASP) is the official monthly publication of the Society. Each new issue of the WASP is made available at the
Macomb meeting on the third Thursday. Non-members will be charged
$1.00 for each new issue. Back issues, when available are free. Requests
by other clubs to receive the WASP and other correspondence should be
addressed to the editor.
Articles for inclusion in the WASP are strongly encouraged and should be
submitted to the editor on or before the first Thursday of each month. Any
format of submission is accepted, however the easiest forms for this editor
are files in plain text format, and graphics in PCX format. Materials can
either be transmitted in person, via US Mail, via direct modem connection
at the phone number listed below (call using Voice first), or E-mailed on the
Internet to
For further information on contribution, see or call the editor:

Disclaimer: The articles presented herein represent the opinion of their authors
and are not necessarily the opinion of the Warren Astronomical Society or
this editor. The WASP reserves the right to edit or deny publication of any
submission.
Stargate Observatory is owned and operated by the Society. Located on the
grounds of Camp Rotary on 29 Mile Road, 1.8 miles east of Romeo Plank
Road, Stargate features a12.5 inch f/17 club built telescope under a steel
dome. The observatory is open to all club members in accordance to the
"Stargate Observatory Rules" published in the member handbook. Those
wishing to use the observatory must call the 2nd VP by 7:00 p.m. on the
evening of the session. The coordinates for Stargate Observatory are 82°
56' 0.4' W, 42° 46' N.
Library. The Society maintains a library of astronomy-related books and periodicals at the Macomb meeting room. See the librarian, Louis Namee, to
check out a book.
Special interest groups
Computers
Larry Kalinowski
Deep Sky
Doug Bock
Lunar/Planetary Riyad Matti
Solar
Marty Kunz
Math
John Herrgott
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7 Day Cruise to Aruba

The Astro League is sponsoring a solar eclipse. This
Carnival ship will travel along the center line offering
an excellent chance to observe the eclipse. The
cruise sails from Sat., FEB, 21, 1998 - Sat., FEB, 28,
1998,(This editor had the wrong dates in the last issue of the WASP, Your best bet is to contact Ken for
more accurate information.) The price is approximately $2900 per person and includes all meals, as well as
special eclipse speakers, star parties and observing,
whales watching, and other events. You are offered
the opportunity to get off the ship on Aruba to observe
on land. Ken Bertin says there is a 97% chance to be
in a clear area. The eclipse is expected to last for
over 3 mins. 30 secs. over land. There is a $500 fully
refundable deposit. Please contact Ken Bertin for further information.

CLUB MEMBER TURNS AUTHOR

By Larry Kalinowski

One of our previous members, Ken Wilson,
has coauthored a book, with Robert Miller, entitled
MAKING AND ENJOYING TELESCOPES. It's
eight and a half by eleven inches, one hundred
and sixty pages, of building and observing ideas
for the novice astronomer. Some of you may have
been around when Ken Wilson was a member of
the WAS. Ken started his astronomy education
with the society as a high school student and
worked his way into planetarium science. The
book shows how to build six telescopes from four
and a quarter to ten inches in diameter. Equatorial
and Dobsonian designs are presented in a manner
that everyone can understand. It first guides the
reader through some history of optics, showing the
difference between earlier telescopes, then moves
through types of eyepieces and gives tips on how
to choose eyepieces for your telescope. Ken also
spends a chapter on beginning astrophotography
and gives a couple of examples of how to build a
low-cost, equatorial, hand operated, photographic
platform for a 35mm camera. Numerous photos
are presented by himself and others, showing how
photography can fit into the amateur's agenda with
little expense, Overall, the book is a grand introduction into general astronomy and telescopes,
and is highly recommended.

1X3 configuration means one chip set and one megabyte with three chips to the set. The one megabyte and
four megabyte chip sets are the most popular. However, two, eight and sixteen megabyte Chip sets are also
available in three, eight and nine chip configurations.
Memory boards are available in thirty and seventy-two
pin designs. If you think that's confusing, laptop and
notebook owners also have to contend with PCMCIA
memory boards which lead us off on another tangent.
Computer shows for late March will be in Dearborn,
on Sunday the 24th, at the Dearborn Civic Center,
15801 Michigan Ave., one mile east of Southfield
(M39), In Taylor on Saturday, the 30th, at The Democratic Club Of Taylor, 23400 Wick Road, four blocks
east of Telegraph. Waterford hosts another computer
show on Saturday, April 6, at the NOCC CIA Building,
5640 Williams Lake Road.
The computer meetings continue at my residence
at 15674 Flanagan, in Roseville. You can reach me at
810-776-9720, for further information. The next two
meetings will be on the fourth Thursdays of March and
April, the 28th and 25th, respectively. Rumor has it that
the April meeting will be at the invitation of Jack Szymanski, in his new sound studio. Since Jack's major
interest is in photography, and his main recording room
is large, we're going to take that opportunity to set up a
projector and screen to view the latest Hyakutake photos by the members that'll be in attendance. Everyone
with an interest in photography or computers will be
welcome. A map showing how to find the studio will be
available for distribution at the MCCC and Cranbrook
meetings.

Computer Chatter continued from page 1

perihelion will move it towards the southern hemisphere. Even so, you may be able to get in a few more
observations before it moves deep into the southern
sky. An ephemeris for March, April and May is available
at the club meetings. Photographers will be able to
capture the comet with just a camera and tripod after it
brightens to naked eye visibility. Use a high ISO film,
400 or better, and tape your zoom lens to keep it from
"creeping" or changing focus. Near the celestial pole,
try thirty seconds or longer exposure time with a wide
open aperture. Away from the pole, use five to fifteen
seconds exposure. If you're not into photography, you
might try sketching the comet along with the background stars. It looks like a great year for observing
comets.
NEW COMET HYAKUTAKE (C\1996 B2)
2nd Revision
(Perihelion date) T: 1996 MAY 1.4025
(eccentricity) e: 0.999846
(Perihelion distance) q: 0.230123 A.U.
(Argument of perihelion) Peri: 130.1925 degrees
(Longitude of Ascending) Node: 188.0514 degrees
(Inclination) i: 124.9016 degrees
Absolute Mag.: 5.5
Mag. Coefficient: 10.0
Epoch:J2000
How would you like to have a computer mouse that
operates anywhere on your desk, without a mouse
pad? Or perhaps on a car seat or arm rest? How about
one that operates in mid air, requiring no surface at all?
That's right, you can use it just by moving your wrist in
mid air! The secret is a small gyroscope that's activated
after you become positioned comfortably. It's available
from Gyration Inc., at 800-316-5432. Price is $149.00.
It's called the GyroPoint Desk.
The 26th Apollo Rendezvous and Telescope Fair
will be coming up in June on the 14th and 15th. Last
year there was talk of chartering a bus to attend this
event (Dayton, Ohio). The main festivities are on Saturday. Flyers with registration forms will be available at
the meetings.

CHILI continued from page 1

brought and enjoyed them all. There was also chicken
and other main dishes as well as snacks. The hot
chocolate was very delicious (we needed it!). I must
say that there was more than enough food. As far as
observing goes, Ben Tolbert had his reflector set up.
He looked at M42, Venus, the Pleiades and another
open cluster while Iwas there. The weather was finicky
and only gave us occasional glimpses of a nearly complete clear sky. John Herrgott and Jerry Greuling
braved the cold and did a little star gazing with binoculars. Others came out to take occasional glimpses
through the scope and binoculars but I must admit that
it was very cold and most of us stayed in the cabin to
socialize or play cards. We left at 9 p.m. so I do not
know if the observatory was used or if others arrived
after we left. Some said that they planned to stay the
entire evening. We truly enjoyed ourselves and plan to
go to as many club activities as possible this year.

COMPUTER TIP OF THE MONTH. Prices for
memory have never been lower. A recent trip to a computer show revealed memory prices to be near twentytwo dollars a megabyte. That's thirty percent lower
than a year ago. If you've thought about upgrading,
now's a good time to do it. If you need information
about memory and installation tips, I can supply that
too. Call me at the number listed below. Consult your
computer manual about how much memory you can
add at one time. When you see numbers like 1X32 or
2X36, the number before the X tells you how many
SETS of chips are on the board. The number after the
X is a combination of megabytes times the number of
chips per set. A 1X32 configuration means one set of
chips with four megabytes and eight chips to the set. A
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ANNOUNCEMENTS - There will be a star party this
weekend Saturday, February 17, 1996 at Stargate; this
will be an all night affair. Bunking is available to those
who wish to spend the night. Bring food, bring telescopes; this will be a good night for chili !
Saturday, February 24, 1996, John will be at Stargate.
Saturday, February 24, 1996, Deep Sky Group
meets at Doug Bock's house.
Saturday, March 16, 1996, Vernal Equinox Star
Party will be held at the Northern Cross Observatory.
Thursday, February 29, 1996 there will be a board
meeting at Ben Tolbert's place.
Mike O'Dowd has announced that Rider's Hobby
Shop of Madison Heights would like the club to come
and have a public show. This will hopefully be set up in
the spring, using our telescopes and theirs.
TELESCOPE SUB-GROUP - Fred Judd announced that the 22" telescope is slowly coming together. A 16 mm finder scope has been purchased and
the upper cage assembly is now being painted.
Ben Tolbert showed the club a book he recently
purchased at Waldenbooks called, "Space Facts." Ben
paid $6.00 for the book and said that the book was
good material. The break was at 8:10 p.m.
The evening's program was by Ken Bertin on Life in
the Universe.

like to get a camp-out together for May 17 and 18 in
Bad Axe, MI in the thumb area. They are just trying to
get our input on this new moon weekend.
The break was at 8:30 p.m.
The evening's program on how to build an observatory was presented by Doug Bock. Doug also presented a slide show on astrophotography.
The meeting ended at 9:55 p.m.

METRO BEACH UPDATE
On April 3, 1996, we will have a public Star Party. Meet
in the new octagonal building at 5:30 p.m. We need
members to bring scopes, slides, etc. for the public to
view. Contact John Herrgott for more details

The meeting ended at 9:50 p.m.

ASTRO LEAGUE CONVENTION
CRANBROOK MEETING
Thursday, February 1, 1996
The meeting opened at 7:40 p.m.
TREASURER'S REPORT - Balance as of January
31,1996, $5,287.93.
OBSERVING - Several persons reported seeing
solar pillars on January 31, 1996, as a result of reflection of the rising sun off ice crystals.
Glenn Wilkins also reported seeing some aurora in
the east on the same morning.
ANNOUNCEMENTS - Kim Dyer announced that
there is supposed to be a new comet in between the
first and second star of the handle of the Big Dipper
and it is going to be about eighth magnitude.
Telescope Subgroup - Fred Judd announced basically we have the upper ring assembly almost complete; the optics and the main mirror should be in our
hands by the end of February.
John passed out a printed version of this year's activities. Several outings are scheduled forthe year,
starting with Stargate on February 17 for an overnight
stay.
Saturday, February 24, Doug Bock will host a deep
sky meeting and program.
Ken Bertin talked about the 1998 Aruba eclipse
seven day cruise, February 21-28,1998.
Doug Bock announced that the Ford Club would
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John Herrgott has information concerning this convention. It will be held July 23 - 25, 1996, in Rockford, Illinois. One of the side trips will be a visit to the Yerkes
Observatory

NATIONAL ASTRONOMY DAY AT
CRANBROOK
Saturday, April 27, will see Cranbrook once again opening their doors to all those interested in Astronomy. The
event will begin at 1:30 p.m. and will include the use of
hydrogen alpha filters and the planetarium. Members are
encouraged to bring their scopes with filters for the public viewing.

CELEBRATE HYAKUTAKE AT CRANBROOK
Cranbrook will be open in the evenings, if the skies are
clear, March 23 -25. Come and observe this magnificent
comet at Cranbrook. The museum will also be open during this time. Take advantage of the special displays
offered at Cranbrook.
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Masterpieces
Messier
Missed

each time I decided to try it again. I strongly recommend you take observing notes and refer to them, so
you can push yourself to see more and more as the
years go by. If nothing else, it sure brings a smile to my
face when I read through them.
I'd be interested in hearing observing reports of this
galaxy with any sized scope, and getting a view
through your scope if we're observing together. What
size scope shows the dark lane? Be sure to use your
averted vision, and give your brain some time to study
the image. Will Bock's Monster let even me see the
flared wings on BOTH ends of the galaxy?

by Jeff Bondono

NGC 3628 at 11h20m +13d35m
This galaxy is part of the Leo Triplet, with M64 and
M65. Located just 213 of a degree north of those two
bright Messier galaxies in the hind leg of Leo, this fainter galaxy should be seeable in an 8-inch scope from
Stargate-grade skies. During April of 1987 with my 8"
Newtonian at my home in Utica, the galaxy showed as
a very faint 8' by l' glow, running nearly east-west. Four
years later, from Imlay City, the galaxy appeared as a
wider 8' by 2' east-west sliver, but still with no details
beside the soft glow of this sliver of light. Another three
years passed before I had another glimpse of this galaxy, this time at the Hawthorne Hollow site. Here I
measured the position angle to be 110 degrees, saw
mottling at 122x power and finally noticed that the core
of the galaxy was much brighter than the overall glow.
Two more years put us at 1994, and my first opportunity to view with my 14.5" scope. This scope showed the
galaxy again as an 8' by 2' oval, with a couple of 14th
magnitude stars superimposed. The north and south
edges looked too sharp to be the edge of a galaxy
(which generally fades very gradually to background
sky). After further study I could see an extremely faint
4' by 0.5' glow running parallel to the main body of the
galaxy, just 0.5' south of its southern edge. '1 logged
that "maybe I'm seeing a dark lane running through this
galaxy". Apparently I was; the dark lane shows well in
Burnhams, page 1074. Last spring, again at Imlay City,
Riyad Matti and I had a look at the galaxy again. This
time I noted that a dust lane was obvious, running
across nearly the entire length of the galaxy. Riyad
mentioned that he could see that the ends of the galaxy
flared outward, making the outer edges of the spiral
arms of this galaxy wider than the part half-way from
the center to the edges, a very unusual configuration.
After he mentioned it, I could indeed see this feature
very faintly in the eastern end, but not on the western
end. Riyad always sees things which are a bit fainter
than I can see. Aargh. We looked at the pictures of the
galaxy that I had, and found that the flares he saw are
well shown in Astronomy, March 1992, page 73, but
not at all on the picture from "The Universe from your
Backyard", page 109.
So that's 5 personal observations of this galaxy over
an 8-year period. Each view gave me a bit more detail,
partly because I used a larger scope for the last two,
partly because observing skills improve with time, and
partly because I had a record of past observations

ATTENTION! ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 20, 1996
A special Star Party for the club has been planned in
cooperation with RIDER'S HOBBY SHOP. RIDER'S
sells science items, scopes, radio cars, etc., they
want our help to educate the public on the use of telescopes. RIDER'S will be providing scopes and has
asked that we bring some of our scopes to this event.
RIDER'S is located on John R., near 14 Mile Rd.
There should be a good turn out as RIDER'S is advertising this event. Please, contact Mike O'Dowd,
810-268-7125, for further information.

this just in...

April 12 -14,1996 is the date for a Deep Sky observing/
camping trip at Doug Bock's Cadilac property. Let Doug
know before hand if you plan to attend. He will provide
you with directions. Remember, this is a primitive site.
You must fumish your own shelter (tent, pop-up, etc.),
water and food. It has been told to the editor that the
sky is beautiful!

Mar. 23—Messier Marathon at Stargate. This is a
contest to see who can view the most Messier objects in one evening. A Grand Prize will be awarded.
You may use either binoculars or a scope.
May 2—The Oral Essay Contest will be held at the
Macomb meeting. This should be a very Interesting
meeting.
Contact Ben for more information on these upcoming
events.
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